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Introduction

 The EU, together with the IM, has done a tremendous job in the 

worldwide sense...

 EU is still „a new idea“…. no such thing in the world… no 

comparative solutions

 EU is reach of knowledge… and with 507 mil. inhabitants larger 

market than USA

 forces of integration are stronger than forces of disintegration 

(Greece – euro zone, Scotland…)

 huge interconnection of businesses, interdependance

 … Internal market … economic freedoms are the core of the integration… 
political aspects are not enough

 due to the internal market we (everything) became very linked up, 
dependent upon, interrelated… like a big Noah‘s boat (we share common 
destiny)
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 EU assures lasting peace… protection of minorities, 

languages, cultural diversity

 EU was established to connect people of Europe; that was the 
primary objective

 despite struggles we are facing, we are a happy (baby boom and 
followers) generation

 Inclusion, allegiance (stimulating European identity) –

feeling of a joint, but evolving, project

 Lisbon Treaty as step towards political integration… a  

new Commission is also „very political“



ACHIEVEMENTS, STRUGGLES, 
ISSUES, CHALLENGES



 What is a vision of the EU?

 EU is among systems, which were not looked ahead - in the 
future - more than a decade or so...

 New Commission… I am, personally, not persuaded… I do not 
see the vision

 I see three possibilities:
 stop the ball – resolve internal & external issues
 enlargement
 stepping back two steps… towards internal market…away from 

political union

Obviously, the EU is opting for the first option…



 Internal problems … reflecting in the economic-

financial crisis

 Legal system that needs to be upgraded in the sphere of 
financial services, banking union, supervision of the public 
expenses of the EU

 … Economic-Financial Crisis where EU works as firefighters 
and architects at the same time… 

 Banking union – three pillars strukture is now in 
place:
 1st pillar - 2013 – prudential supervisions of financial 

institutions (1024/2013)
 2nd pillar - 2014 – single deposit schemes (2014/49)
 3rd pillar - 2014 - recovery and resolution of financial 

institutions (2014/59)



 EU needs a stable environment for companies (and 99% 

are SME… vulnerable to unstable financial environment)

 Therefore: 

 support the idea of family (entrepreneurship)

 stability & safety

 market

 …

 political links (union)

 2013 - Supervision of public expenses…



- the 
biggest  

shift
of power

since 
introduc.

of euro





 another issue… that emerged in the crisis (with 

certain time 



Why?



 Migration: is becoming a priority issue on the 

political and social agenda of almost all MS

 Migration to the EU geared up enormously - app. 9 
mil. workers are TCN… their rights are subject to 
multiple derivation (to about 34 mil family 
dependents… problem of big cities)

 EU lacks labor force in certain sectors that cannot be 
compensated through the internal labor market

 Lack of a common migration and asylum policy at 
supranational level

 A New Europe? Multi-ethnic, multicultural, … a huge 
changes of the society have started

 Ageing of the EU 

 it’s estimated that in 2031 around a half of the 
European territory will have 30 % of non-active 
population



 Youth unemployment – lost generations

 average 21,6% of the youth is unemployed

 in certain states up to 26%



- these problems support nationalist - right political parties



 however, today‘s youth is the best educated so far… 
we have app. 20% of over-educated young people

 if we add ageing to this figures, EU is worried:



 Protection of the basic human rights (TFEU + 

CFR)

 Social rights v. Economic & financial stability (spill-overs)

 Austerity measures under scrutiny



 ever increasing poorness; 

 what is going on with the social Europe…

 system, where crisis is predominantly paid by those who had not caused 

it

 waste majority of youth that is perhaps the best prepared generation 

ever… but largely unemployed

 people are moving to the cities… abandoning the countryside

 social transfers gear up

 foreigners are not wanted (expect workers from whom the MS are 

usually benefiting)

 ghettos are also potential social bombs, but the EU cannot influence a lot 

(on a contrary – derivative rights help migrations)



Case 146/14, Dano



 Mostly sincere fights for the environment 

protection and nature conservation 

 EU gears up with more emissions reduction than ever

 it is not only about 

emissions (nature, 

preventive measures 

in industry, 

precautions, GMO, 

waste, EIA, SEA, 

right to information, 

NGOs and legal 

remedies, etc)



Why?



US & EU

 Trade agreements (goods, services, 

investments, financial services…)

 Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 
(TTIP) 

 Trade in Services Agreement (TISA)

 Secret proceedings (Sic ?!)

 Privatization vs. liberalization

 Chilling effects (environment, financial 

deregulation, investor-state disputes (change in 

law), …

 Trojan horse or removing necessary barriers







Conclusions

 for the proper working of the EU the IM is not 

enough...

 EU tries to make it stronger (2012 – 20 years after - Measures For 
a Better Functioning of the Internal Market)

 to create environment for 99% of SMEs

 either the IM alone is the goal (steping back two steps… 

towards 1993 (like GB suggests), without EMU), or we 

need genuine economic, banking and monetary 

union... (after 15 years of the Eurozone, and after

Barosso‘s commission „delay“)

 EU integration… despite the struggles… is a process, but 

indeed it slows down… (my view-point: „finally“)


